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MS 58

LF 780 UNI Papers of Professor Percy (Peter) Ford and Mrs Grace Ford

8/187/1 Black and white 16 mm positive film of an interview with the
Fords for BBC Television South Today 

c.1973

8/187/2 Box of 16 colour transparencies of Professor and Mrs Ford on their
honorary graduation as doctors of law [at the University of
Southampton]

Apr 1974
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MS 58

A641 Papers of Professor Percy (Peter) Ford and Mrs Grace Ford

A641/1 Typed transcript of the address given by Professor J.H.Smith at the
funeral of Emeritus Professor Percy (Peter) Ford

1983
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MS 58

A657 Papers of Professor Percy (Peter) Ford and Mrs Grace Ford

Hansard

A657/13 Letter to John Hansard from his cousin, (Arnold?) about copies of
Luke Hansard's autobiography; photocopies of letters from Henry
Luke Hansard to Mr Pigott about the takeover of the Hansard
printing firm; two copies of a printed introduction to the Hansards'
Diaries

1890 ,  1944 ,
1961

A657/7 Correspondence about the publication of the Luke Graves Hansard
Catalogue and Breviate; letter to Mrs Ford from the British
Museum about eighteenth century parliamentary papers

1952-4, 1970

A657/19 Photocopy of part of the Hansard family tree; correspondence
concerning John Hansard's visits to South Africa and Canada and
donations to Southampton University library; letters from the
College of Arms to John Hansard, concerning the drafting of a
Pedigree entry; correspondence between Mrs Grace Ford and John
Hansard about the Hansard family tree

1956-67

A657/10 Correspondence relating to the search for a portrait of Luke Graves
Hansard; correspondence about the loan of a portrait of Luke
Hansard by the Worshipful Company of Stationers to the Hartley
Library

1959-66

A657/12 List compiled by Professor and Mrs Ford of the various Hansard
portraits, for use in the Diaries

10 July 1962

A657/1 Correspondence, some with members of the Hansard family, about
the search for a portrait by S.Lane of Luke Graves Hansard, to
accompany the publication of his diary by Professor Ford

1962-71

A657/14 Correspondence between John Hansard, Professor and Mrs Ford
and Irish University Press: the business credentials of the directors
of Irish University Press, the potential legal problems with Cass;
letter from Professor Ford concerning potential reprint fees

1967-9

A657/15 Correspondence concerning John Hansard's visit to South Africa;
typescript notes by him on his visit; letter to Mr Bland, librarian at
Southampton University, from F.du Plessis, librarian at University
of Stellenbosch, concerning a gift of South African government
papers; correspondence between C.Struik, Cape Town, and Captain
Macglinchey of Irish University Press concerning possible
collaboration in reprinting Blue Books 

1968-9
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Ford Collection and publications: 1 - general

A657/22 Photocopy and original of an agreement between Mrs Grace Ford
and Kraus-Thomson Organization for the publication of List of
reports and other papers in the journals of the House of Commons,
1688-1800; copy of a memorandum of agreement between
Professor and Mrs Ford and the Kraus-Thomson organization for
the reprinting of Breviate of Parliamentary Papers, 1940-54;
memorandum of agreement between Professor and Mrs Ford and
Irish Academic Press for the publication of Breviate of British
Parliamentary Papers 1900-1916; booklet announcing the opening
of the new Economics building and the Ford Collection of
Parliamentary Papers by Professor Ford

1959, 1975

A657/18 Typescript copies of reviews of books by Professor and Mrs Ford;
letters of thanks from other universities for copies of books sent to
them; pages from Punch magazine

1954-61

A657/114 Reviews of many of the books written by Professor and Mrs Ford;
newspaper cuttings about their work; related correspondence

1954-69

A657/88 Leaflets about the Ford Collection; offprints of introductions to
some of the Breviates of Parliamentary Papers; leaflet about the
opening of the new economics building at Southampton University

1951-66

A657/61 Flyer advertising Bibliotheca Corviniana and Illuminated
Manuscripts in Hungary, both published by Irish University Press;
Record Office Memorandum containing a handlist of paintings,
drawings and engravings of the Houses of Parliament, 1523-1900

n.d., 1961

A657/6 Two copies of a commemorative booklet to mark the presentation
of 1000 volumes of British Parliamentary Papers to Parliament;
two Irish University Press seals

1973

A657/16 Typescript draft of a booklet advertising the Irish University Press
series of British Parliamentary Papers for 1840 to 1900

n.d.

A657/46 Booklet on government purchasing and contracting, 1786-1960,
published by HMSO

1961

A657/11 Copy of different type-settings used by compositors n.d.

Ford Collection and publications: 2 - correspondence

A657/54 Correspondence with R.D.Barlas, Clerk of Committees of the
House of Commons, concerning a memorandum for the Procedure
Committee of the House

1970

A657/85 Letters from Professor John Bromley, Professor Brinley Thomas,
Christopher Dobson, (librarian of the House of Lords), and Edward
Miller (British Museum)

1960-75

A657/3 Correspondence with Blackwells about subsidies for publishing
Professor Ford's books; correspondence with The British Academy
about the possibility of a grant towards the publication costs of
Select List of British Parliamentary Papers

1967-8

A657/59 Correspondence with Frank W.Fetter of Northwestern University, 1974, n.d.
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Illinois, about the significance of the term ̀ select', when applied to
a parliamentary committee; handwritten notes on the same subject

A657/29 Correspondence with F.W.Fetter of Northwestern University,
Illinois, and Joanne Shattock and P.R.Lewis of the University of
Leicester about the feasibility of producing an index of witnesses
for all the nineteenth century Royal Commissions and Select
Committees

1974

A657/24 Correspondence between Professor Ford and Julian Friedman, Irish
University Press; typescript draft of the commentary by Dr Derek
Gregory on National Finance: general and income tax of the Irish
University Press's series of British Parliamentary Papers

1972

A657/84 Letter to Tom Turley, Irish University Press, about a proposed
Breviate of Irish Parliamentary Papers; photocopy of the
introduction to The government of Northern Ireland, 1922-72,
published by Irish University Press

1968, 1971

A657/47 Correspondence between Professor Ford and Tom Turley, Irish
University Press, about reprinting the Poor Law Commission
reports of 1909

1971

A657/45 Typewritten copy of a letter to Tom Turley, Irish University Press,
about the reprints of nineteenth century parliamentary papers
following the change of ownership at the company

1972

A657/2 Correspondence between the Irish University Press and Professor
and Mrs Ford; copies of agreements for publication between
Professor Ford and various publishers

1933-71

A657/4 Correspondence with Irish University Press about reprints of
Professor and Mrs Ford's books, in particular the high fees
demanded by Blackwells

1967

A657/5 Correspondence about contracts with Irish University Press and the
implications of the previous relationship with Blackwells; letters
of complaint about the use of the Fords' name in publicity material
without their permission

1967-8

A657/78 Correspondence concerning the financial collapse of Irish
University Press; minutes of meetings of the Parliamentary Papers
Research Committee of the University of Southampton;
correspondence with Irish University Press about reprint titles

1968-74

A657/72 correspondence about Irish University Press' plans for reprinting
some well-known economics titles; postcard from Professor and
Mrs W.E.Armstrong;  

1969-70

A657/32 Correspondence about the Irish University Press commentaries on
British parliamentary papers: typescript summary of the headings
and authors of the commentaries; letters from academic staff at
various universities, typescript notes on the Education set of
parliamentary papers

1969-71

A657/79 Correspondence with Irish University Press, Southampton
University Library, and the Irish Embassy about Select list of
reports of inquiries of the Irish Dail and Senate, 1922-72, and
Select list of reports and other papers in Journals of the House of
Commons, 1688-1800

1969-73
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A657/17 Correspondence between the Irish University Press to Professor
and Mrs Ford on the projected Critical Commentaries to the 1000
volume reprint of nineteenth century parliamentary papers; letter
from F.C.Mather to Professor Ford

1970

A657/55 Correspondence about the inclusion of important military papers
in the Irish University Press subject sets of reprints of nineteenth
century parliamentary papers

1970

A657/75 Correspondence between Professor Ford, the Irish University
Press, and various academics on the plan to reprint parliamentary
papers for the period 1900-21

1970-1

A657/48 Correspondence about the Irish University Press commentaries on
British parliamentary papers

1971

A657/23 Correspondence with Irish University Press and a photocopied
letter from the London School of Economics concerning the
projected publication of Beatrice Webb's diaries, and the possible
reprinting of works by Sidney and Beatrice Webb and the Poor
Law minority report

1972

A657/27 Correspondence with Irish University Press about the
commentaries on British parliamentary papers; letter from Dr
A.Cramp of Emmanuel College declining an invitation to write a
commentary on monetary policy

1972

A657/57 Correspondence about the presentation by Irish University Press of
a set of their 1000 volume reprints of nineteenth century
parliamentary papers to the Houses of Parliament; letters from
Southampton University about the temporary housing of the
volumes in the university library

1972

A657/8 Correspondence with Irish University Press about the project to
print the works of Sidney and Beatrice Webb; letters about Irish
University Press's printing in microform some of the statistical
series of nineteenth century parliamentary papers

1972-3

A657/21 Correspondence with Irish University Press, Irish University Press
in receivership and Irish Academic Press: the loss of royalties by
Professor and Mrs Ford, the concern of Philip Bagwell about the
future of his volume on industrial relations, the question of new
contracts between the Fords and Irish Academic Press,
correspondence about the two Ryans portraits

1974-5

A657/110 Correspondence with Edward Miller of the British Museum about
a pamphlet and a political cartoon; photocopies of a cartoon
published in Reynolds's Newspaper

1909,1968

A657/56 Correspondence about the inclusion of certain material in the
reprints of nineteenth century British parliamentary papers

1969

A657/20 Correspondence on bibliographical details for the publication
Select list of reports of inquiries of the Irish Dail and Senate 1922-
72; leaflet published by Southampton University Library about the
Ford Collection of Parliamentary Papers 

1966, 1971-2

A657/122 Correspondence with the University of Southampton and with
Blackwells about financing the publication of various books;
correspondence with S.Gordon, Librarian of the House of

1953-67
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Commons; letter from B.M.Bland, Librarian of Southampton
University, to John Hansard, about the housing of the Ford
Collection; letter to the Fords from Horace King, Speaker of the
House of Commons; photocopy of the Hansard family tree; various
photographs: Professor and Mrs Ford with John Hansard and Juliet
Pannett, when her portrait of the Fords was presented to the
library, individual photographs of John Hansard and Jean Hansard,
John and Jean Hansard in Washington; photograph of the Juliet
Pannett portrait of John Hansard 

A657/124 Letter from the Secretary and Registrar of the University of
Southampton stating that the collection of parliamentary papers
will be called the Ford Collection; copy of The Cambridge Review,
containing a review of a book by Casimir Lewy (Professor Ford's
son-in-law); personal correspondence; copy of the University of
Southampton Convocation Journal; S.L.A.U.T. newsletter

1959-81

Ford Collection and publications: 3 - working papers

A657/105 Copy of a letter to John Hansard(?); typescript article by Grace
Ford, Selections from the Journals of the House of Commons,
1547-1687; name index also relates to this period

n.d.

A657/106 Typescript of The Journals of the House of Commons, 1657-1687:
a select list, by Grace Ford, (the first pages contain some bills
passed in the reign of Edward VI)

n.d.

A657/107 Incomplete carbon copy of The Journals of the House of Commons,
1657-1687: a select list by Grace Ford

n.d.

A657/28 Typescript drafts of the introduction written by the Fords, to be
used in all volumes of the Irish University Press commentaries on
British parliamentary papers; letter to Seamus Casman, Irish
University Press, about a proposal from the American Historial
Review, (no details given)

c.1970, 1971

A657/30 Typescript drafts by Professor Bryan Keith-Lucas for the Critical
Commentary on the Municipal Corporations volume in the Irish
University Press series on British parliamentary papers

c.1971

A657/33 Typescript draft of the headings for the projected twentieth century
labour set, and related correspondence with Irish University Press

1971

A657/25 Draft of a commentary by Frank W.Fetter for the monetary policy
set of Irish University Press series on British parliamentary papers

c.1972

A657/26 Typescript drafts of commentaries on nineteenth century British
parliamentary papers: Fine arts and design by Celina Fox; Public
libraries, and The British Museum, both by Edward John Miller

1972

A657/31 Typescript draft by K.C.Whearem for the Critical Commentary on
the Civil Service volumes in the Irish University Press series on
British parliamentary papers

n.d.

A657/34 Typescript draft by Jennifer Hart of St Anne's College, Oxford, of
the Critical Commentary on the Police volumes in the Crime and
Punishment set in the Irish University Press series of British
parliamentary papers 

n.d.
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A657/36 Typescript draft by Valerie Cromwell for the Critical Commentary
on the Diplomatic Service set of the Irish University Press series
of British parliamentary papers

n.d.

A657/35 Incomplete typescript draft by W.R.Cornish for the Critical
Commentary on Criminal justice and Punishment for the Irish
University Press series of British parliamentary papers

n.d. (publication
date 1978)

A657/63 Manuscript notes and correspondence relating to Adult Schools 1962,1965

A657/108 Manuscript notes, probably lecture notes: some on agrarian
revolutions, and some on Woodrow Wilson and `The New
America'

n.d.

A657/103 Manuscript notes on the history of banking n.d.

A657/112 Manuscript lecture notes on banking n.d.

A657/109 Manuscript notes on the boots and shoes trade: history, wages and
conditions of work, industrial disease, notes on conditions in
different towns; typescript copies of order for clothing and shoes
for the army in Ulster, and in Dublin; charts showing numbers of
shoemakers in the population, by county

n.d., 1642,1801,
1831-81

A657/77 Manuscript notes on collective bargaining, inflation and trade
union behaviour

n.d.

A657/100 Manuscript notes on collective bargaining, trade unions, wages
policy

n.d.

A657/115 Lecture notes on economics topics n.d.

A657/9 Typescript and manuscript notes on the history of the publication
of parliamentary papers; notes on the Ford Collection at
Southampton University; letter from Irish University Press about
the cost to Southampton University of the 1000 volume series

n.d., 1979

A657/65 Manuscript notes relating to the Labour Commission of 1892-94;
correspondence on the careers of a number of women academics
who served on the Royal Commission

n.d., 1964

A657/44 Manuscript notes, some concerning redistribution of income;
postcard of the Booth Museum, Brighton

n.d.

A657/74 Manuscript lecture notes on the minimum wage and collective
bargaining 

n.d.

A657/101 Exercise book containing manuscript notes on language in the
Elizabethan age; examples from Shakespeare's plays of current
figures of speech

n.d.

A657/120 Manuscript notes on labour economics; correspondence with Irish
University Press about the reprinting of nineteenth century
parliamentary papers; report on the visit by someone from Irish
University Press to the Fords to discuss the selection of material;
notes for a meeting with Professor Smith on the financial returns
and investment in the project

n.d.,1969

A657/94 Manuscript notes on the mobility of labour n.d.
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A657/113 Manuscript lectures including on monopolies and public utilities,
industry's overhead costs

n.d.

A657/118 Manuscript notes, some in Grace Ford's hand, on old-age pensions,
the Poor Law, physical training, feeding of school children

n.d.

A657/111 Manuscript and typescript notes and correspondence on the
selection of material from the Poor Law Commission, 1905-9, with
the aim of reprinting these in subject sets for 1900-21

1971, n.d.

A657/86 Manuscript notes, probably lecture notes, on taxation, monopolies,
agricultural policy

n.d.

A657/93 Typescript pages on town planning, apparently part of a book n.d.

A657/102 Manuscript notes on trade unions, collective bargaining, wages n.d.

A657/51 Manuscript notes concerning trades unions, some by Mrs Ford n.d.

A657/70 Manuscript notes on trade unions, collective bargaining, principles
of wage awards, wage drift

n.d.

A657/71 Manuscript notes on trade unions, collective bargaining, strikes n.d.

A657/83 Manuscript notes on trade unions and unemployment n.d.

A657/73 Exercise book containing manuscript notes on French trade unions;
manuscript notes on trade unions; fliers advertising Social theory
and social practice, and other books by the Fords; Irish University
Press publicity leaflet

n.d., 1970

A657/68 Manuscript notes on workers' rights and conditions n.d.

A657/62 Manuscript notes n.d.

A657/66 Manuscript notes n.d.

A657/67 Manuscript notes n.d.

A657/92 Notebook containing manuscript notes n.d.

A657/117 Exercise book containing manuscript notes, mainly from official
reports; notes from various sources including work by Professor
L.C.B.Gower

n.d.

A657/116 Manuscript lecture notes; letter from someone in the Arts Faculty
of  Manchester University about an Engels translation

n.d.,1963

A657/52 Photocopied list of witnesses to the manuscript notes on 
the Act on Physical Deterioration and Mental Deficiency

n.d.

A657/80 Map of Bristol, prepared for a meeting of the British Association
of Science; Ordnance Survey map of the New Forest; Edinburgh
Geographical Institute map of Europe

1930,1947,n.d.

A657/119 Newspaper cuttings on the Co-operative Union; manuscript notes
on the union and on retail distribution 

1950,1958 n.d.

A657/76 Photocopies of entries relating to Cyprus in the General
Alphabetical Indexes to nineteenth century parliamentary papers

n.d.
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A657/60 Photocopies of pages of the Dictionary of National Biography
relating to Robert Aglionby Slaney

n.d.

A657/49 Photocopies of newspaper articles on the Employers' Liability Bill;
photocopied extracts from the Royal Commission on
Unemployment Insurance; manuscript notes by Professor Ford;
Japanese picture

1880, 1931, n.d.

A657/81 Newspaper cuttings relating to industrial disputes 1964

A657/64 Photocopy of an article on inflation in The Economic Journal;
manuscript notes

1917, n.d.

A657/50 Photocopied extract from a book about Lloyd George and the
Webbs; manuscript notes by Mrs Ford on various parliamentary
commissions of enquiry

n.d.

A657/69 Photocopy of a report of the Proceedings of the 64th annual Trade
Unions Congress, held at Newcastle

1932

A657/53 Lists of inquiries with unpublished evidence; correspondence with
the Civil Service Department and Permanent Secretary to the
Treasury concerning access to unpublished evidence

n.d., 1970

A657/41 Copies of the background reading lists for Professor Ford's
students;  manuscript and typescript notes on sociology and
literature

n.d.

A657/104 Typescript background reading lists drawn up for Professor Ford's
economics students; copy of a British Museum history reading list

n.d.

Personal papers

A657/42 Printed sermon by G.H.Ford, father of Professor Ford; manuscript
copy of `Poor old watch'; copies of the obituary of Ebenezer Ford,
Professor Ford's brother, and related correspondence 

1887, 1892 (or
1899), 1974-5

A657/98 Curricula vitae for Percy Ford and Grace Ford; list of publications;
manuscript note to Diana Marshallsay; manuscript note from Diana
Marshallsay to Geoff Hampson about an unpublished manuscript
by Grace Ford

n.d., 1985

A657/121 Photograph album with black and white photographs of Percy and
Grace Ford, probably taken at Amherst College, Massachusetts

1920s

A657/39 Black and white photographs of timber collected after bombing
raids, some of identified timber and demolition yards; picture,
`Night on the Dart', mounted on card

1940s

A657/43 Black and white photographs of timber, saved after bombing raids;
includes some close-up photographs of workers, male and female;
handwriting on brown envelope is that of Mrs Ford, stating that the
operation was organised by the Ministry of Supply, where
Professor Ford was working during the war

1940s

A657/37 Souvenir album of colour and black and white photographs of Oct 1968
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Professor and Mrs Ford's visit to Irish University Press; letter from
Captain Macglinchey of Irish University Press

A657/89 Register of Professor and Mrs Ford's investments 1964-70

A657/38 Ledger containing details of Professor and Mrs Ford's investments,
standing orders, account numbers and insurance policies

c.1965-79

A657/82 Correspondence relating to the royalties on Professor Ford's books 1962

A657/87 Correspondence with M&G Trust (Assurance) Ltd. about Professor
and Mrs Ford's investments

1972-8

A657/90 Personal correspondence: correspondents include Sidney Webb,
Prime Minister Harold Wilson, Mrs Mary Wilson, Speaker Horace
King, Sybil Thorndike, Hugh Casson, Lionel Robbins, Alec
Cairncross, Mrs.Gurney-Dixon, Eleanor Ford, John Ford;
Christmas card from Lord and Lady Beveridge,  Times article on
Dame Sybil Thorndike; newspaper cutting with Professor Ford's
tribute to Sir Samuel Gurney-Dixon; concert programme signed by
Hedwig Stein 

1927 ,  1936,
1965-78

A657/95 Correspondence concerning Professor Ford's son, John Pierpoint
Ford: letters about his university grant, the interruption of his
course due to military service; Post Office savings book; Ministry
of Labour and National Service Registration card; driving licence;
soldier's service and pay book

1940s

A657/96 Letters from John Pierpoint Ford to his parents, written during his
years at Dartington Hall; correspondence between the Fords and
teaching staff at Dartington Hall; letters from John Ford while he
was in army training camps

1940s

A657/97 Letter to Mrs Ford awarding her a Leverhulme research grant;
letter from Professor Gower announcing the university's wish to
confer upon the Fords honorary degrees of Doctor of Law;
typescript notes which John Hansard used for his meeting with
Speaker Thomas; letters of thanks from recipients of offprints of
introductions to various Breviates

1944-80

A657/40 Letter from Derek and Patricia Lynch; letters of congratulations on
the award of Honorary doctorate of law by the University of
Southampton to the Fords

1969, 1974

A657/99 Correspondence with Charles Drage(?) who had sent Professor
Ford a manuscript for his opinion

1969

A657/123 Letter notifying Professor Ford that he had been elected an
honorary member of the Mark Twain Society; copies of
engravings; article about Rev.C.H.Spurgeon

1976, n.d.

A657/58 Letters from Richard Sayers about the Keynes Lecture; typewritten
draft of the lecture; manuscript notes

1978-9

A657/125 Two notebooks kept by Grace Ford on holiday abroad; 80th
birthday cards and telegrams; used cheque books

1970s

A657/91 Notebook: manuscript catalogue of a record collection n.d.
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MS 58

A658 Papers of Professor Percy (Peter) Ford and Mrs Grace Ford

A658/2/3 Principal's and departmental reports of Armstrong college,
University of Durham

1924-6

A658/2/5 Copies of Percy Ford's article on tobacco and coal, from
Economica

1929

A658/2/4 Photocopies of an article, ̀ the Nemesis of Capitalism?'; photocopy
and cuttings from Wessex News; reprints of articles by Percy Ford
in various journals

1936-51

A658/2/2 List of publications; published articles and book reviews by Percy
Ford

1940s

A658/2/1 Notebook containing a list of books and their locations,
presumably the Fords' private collection

n.d.

A658/1 Issues of journals: Adult Education, The Citizen, The Highway, The
Journal of Political Economy, Public Administration, Social
Welfare; reprints from The Economic Journal, all containing
articles by P.Ford; letter from R.G.Woods, Deputy Librarian at the
University of Southampton, to The Hansard Society,
acknowledging receipt of the Hansard Family Bible, which was on
loan to the library; letter from the London School of Economics
with a photocopy of an article by Professor Edwin Cannan

1934-54, 1967

A658/2/6 Issues of The Sociological Review and The Modern Quarterly 1931-38
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MS 58

A667 Papers of Professor Percy (Peter) Ford and Mrs Grace Ford

A667/1 Two address books 1919, n.d.

 


